Over the Rainbow Booklist
POETRY
Black Queer Hoe. Britteney Black Rose Kapri. Haymarket, 2018. Sit up and pay attention to this in-yourface no-apologies collection of poetry from a proud Black woman. Based out of Chicago, Kapri is a teacher,
an award-winning writer, and an outspoken activist for the Black, Queer, and sex-positive communities.
This fiery debut trumpets the arrival of an electric new voice.
Carnival of Affection. Philip F. Clark. Sibling Rivalry Press, 2018. In this collection of poetry, everyday
experiences in the life of a gay man are elevated in lyrical exploration. Clark makes the ordinary trials of a
life something utterly new.
Full-Metal Indigiqueer. Joshua Whitehead. Talonbooks, 2017. This collection of queer poetry borrows from
myriad influences from the past and present, ranging from Shakespeare to Lana Del Rey. Whitehead
deconstructs to decolonize, bringing the lives of two-spirit/indigiqueer youth into sharp focus and giving
them a new space.
Junk. Tommy Pico. Tin House Books, 2018. A full-length love poem/break-up poem about stuff: the
detritus of a relationship; of consumerism and pop culture; of loss of identity as an indigenous person;
even of Chili Cheese Fritos in a constantly shifting barrage of enjambed couplets. Pico uses Junk as a
collective term, similar to a junk shop of old things awaiting their next purpose. It’s transgressive, fastpaced, and a constant blending of the somber and the flippant.
Lord of the Butterflies. Andrea Gibson. Buttonpoetry, 2018. Gibson’s fifth collection takes a nuanced look
at gender, grief, love, and the personal as political. Gibson tackles every subject (a wide litany: Lyme
disease, a family member’s drug addiction, gun violence, mental illness, falling in love, and figuring out
their identity as genderqueer just to name a few) with love. Lord of the Butterflies is a celebration of queer
community and indefatigable hope. Though the poems are best read aloud (Gibson is a performance poet),
they come through clearly on the page.
Not Everything Thrown Starts a Revolution. Stephen S. Mills. Sibling Rivalry Press, 2018. Collection of queer
poetry explores parallels through time through interwoven haunting narratives from the 18th and 21st
centuries. Mills brings the current life and struggles of a 21st century gay man in parallel with the struggles
of agrarian life and incarceration.
Not Here. Hieu Minh Nguyen. Coffee House Press, 2018. There are aching confrontations of family,
trauma, and history in this collection of poetry from a queer Vietnamese American exploring desire and
loneliness. Nguyen imagines himself a monster in his concise even prose that is at once shocking and clear.
On My Way to Liberation. H. Melt. Haymarket Books, 2018. This chapbook of poetry follows the realities of
a gender-nonconforming body moving through the world. Melt, a proud and openly trans writer, writes
about being misgendered in queer spaces and their family’s home, creating conscious spaces for trans
people, and their grandfather’s liberation from Dachau. Melt’s simple, matter-of-fact poems advocate for a
larger world of trans literature and shed light on their experiences.
Othered. Randi M. Romo. Sibling Rivalry Press, 2018. Romo shares her history of growing up a Mexican
American girl with special mention of growing up in the South and the idiosyncratic use of language in that
region. She celebrates the lives of lost friends and in her poem “I Am” explains both who she is and how
she is labeled by others.

Prayers for My 17th Chromosome. Amir Rabiyah. Sibling Rivalry Press, 2017. Rabiyah’s prose poems are
easy to read as they describe their journey from being a young girl into non-binary adulthood and self.
Their rhapsodic explanation of the experience of chronic illness and living with pain invites understanding
and empathy.
Rummage – poems. Ife-Chudeni A Oputa. Little A/Amazon Publishing, 2017. Read Oputa’s poems aloud for
the full resonance. She writes loving paeans to the ordinary that require a pause between each, to let her
words roll through your mind. Her collection has 4 sections, each taking you through a different cycle of
girlhood.
Subject to Change: Trans Poetry & Conversation. H. Melt, ed. Sibling Rivalry Press, 2018. An anthology of
the work of five unapologetically trans poets: Joshua Jennifer Espinoza, Christopher Soto, Beyza Ozer,
Cameron Awkward-Rich, and Kay Ulanday Barrett. A selection of poems by each poet is paired with an
interview with editor H. Melt discussing their work, identities, and lives. This collection encompasses a
wide variety of themes and poetics: a selection of clear, talented voices examining what it means to be
trans.
Touched. Luther Hughes. Sibling Rivalry Press. 2018. This collection of poetry takes an unflinching look at
the black body, exploring both tenderness and bruising. Hughes uplifts the body, examining it with detailed
care.

